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Abstract—Federated clusters are composed of multiple independent clusters of machines interconnected by a resource
management system, and possess several advantages over centralized cloud datacenter clusters including seamless provisioning
of applications across large geographic regions, greater fault tolerance, and increased cluster resource utilization. However, while
existing resource management systems for federated clusters
are capable of improving application intra-cluster performance,
they do not capture inter-cluster performance in their decision
making. This is important given federated clusters must execute
a wide variety of applications possessing heterogeneous system
architectures, which are a impacted by unique inter-cluster
performance conditions such as network latency and localized
cluster resource contention. In this work we present an empirical
study demonstrating how inter-cluster performance conditions
negatively impact federated cluster orchestration systems. We
conduct a series of micro-benchmarks under various cluster operational scenarios showing the critical importance in capturing
inter-cluster performance for resource orchestration in federated
clusters. From this benchmark, we determine precise limitations
in existing federated orchestration, and highlight key insights to
design future orchestration systems. Findings of notable interest
entail different application types exhibiting innate performance
affinities across various federated cluster operational conditions,
and experience substantial performance degradation from even
minor increases to latency (8.7x) and resource contention (12.0x)
in comparison to centralized cluster architectures.
Index Terms—Federated cluster computing, Federated orchestration, Cloud federation, Resource management, Scheduling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is now commonplace for large technology companies to
manage and operate large clusters of machines, that form the
backbone of their cloud datacenter infrastructure. To facilitate
growing user demand to provision cloud services globally, federated cluster environments have formed whereby workloads
comprising applications are encapsulated within containers
that execute across multiple clusters. These federated clusters
are increasingly prominent within industry [5], [27]–[29], and
are leveraged to provision cloud applications with higher levels
of application performance, service availability, and service
reliability for a wide plethora of application types.
Effective workload placement and execution within clusters
is made possible via orchestration. Encompassing resource
management [5], [7], [28] and application scheduling [3],
orchestration systems are responsible for abstracting and man-
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aging the complexities of workload placement and execution
within clusters in a resource-efficient manner. Prominent orchestration systems found within cloud datacenters typically
leverage centralized architectures designed to manage clusters
connected over non-volatile, high bandwidth substrates [2].
Whilst application framework diversity has continued to increase requiring low node-to-node network latency and high
bandwidth, decentralized architectures have been created that
execute diverse sets of scheduling policies [5], [29].
Federated orchestration systems – whereby individual clusters jointly interact with each other, yet manage and operate their own scheduler and resource pool independently
– have been identified as an effective means to facilitate
federated workloads [5], [27]. This is due to their ability
to manage autonomous clusters – typically characterized by
geographically distinct heterogeneous clusters – as a single
resource pool. This allows for rapid workload deployment
across clusters composed by tens, hundreds, or thousands
of machines via offloading placement and resource decision
making to localized cluster schedulers resulting in higher
performance from reduced head-of-line blocking, scheduling
times, and proximity to client devices [3].
Existing orchestration systems for cloud are effective at
improving intra-cluster (node-to-node) performance. However, they are not innately designed to consider intercluster (cluster-to-cluster) performance when enacting workload placement and execution decisions. This is problematic
as clusters leveraged for cloud computing are exposed to
network volatility [3], dynamic utilization [30], and heterogeneous scheduling architectures [7] – all which are intrinsic
to federated cluster environments. The majority of federated
orchestration systems only consider resource demand and
reservation [5], [28], and omit characteristics at network-level
(bandwidth, latency), node-level (interference, contention) and
cluster-level (scheduler type). Orchestrators that do capture
inter-cluster performance are designed for singular application
frameworks [8] and are thus not generalizable to the wide
range of workloads found within federated cloud environments. Failure to capture and exploit inter-cluster performance in orchestration results in poor application placement
decisions, reduced Quality of Service (QoS), and degraded
workload performance within federated cluster environments.

This work presents an empirical study demonstrating the
challenges of detrimental inter-cluster performance conditions for federated cluster orchestration. We conduct a series
of micro-benchmarks of different application types (streaming, machine learning, batch) within a 30-node experimental
federated cluster infrastructure under various conditions to
determine key factors impacting federated cluster workload
performance. Our experiments demonstrate that detrimental
federated cluster operational conditions can significantly degrade workload performance, most notably inter-cluster latency (8.7x) and high resource contention (12x). Moreover,
we discover that different federated cluster applications exhibit
particular tolerances to detrimental federated cluster conditions. From this, we highlight precise research directions and
changes in existing resource schedulers required to achieve
effective federated cluster orchestration.
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Fig. 1: An overview of a federated cluster environment.
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A. Federated Clusters
The previous decade has seen wide spread adoption of
cloud datacenters to deliver scalable services across geographic bounds. Such systems are underpinned by networks
of clustered machines. Increasingly, the scale of such clusters
has grown to such an extent that the use of centralized control
plane and resource management for thousands of machines
to deliver cloud services globally has become increasingly
difficult to attain high quality, high throughput resource
placements, degrading application performance. Furthermore,
organizational constraints placed on scheduling policies such
as resource share allocations lead to pools of unused or underutilized resources limiting cluster utilisation and hardware
specialisation.
Federated clusters are networks of decentralized autonomous clusters managed by a distributed control plane.
Workloads may be executed across any node within a federation and is perceived as a unified system to an application. Federations offer several advantages over centralized
infrastructures including, increased cluster specialization and
workload specific customization [27], localized scheduling
polices [5], improved cluster utilization, and increased application resilience [19]. It is common for federated clusters
operated by companies such as Alibaba, Facebook, and Google
to span multiple regions such as those found in Fig. 1 in order
to provision cloud services globally.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of cluster resource orchestration.
model entails the cluster resource manager tracking resource
usage, node liveness, and granting application leader resource
requests [26]. Decentralized architectures delegate resource
management in a hierarchical manner [7]. In contrast, a
federated model involves coordination between independent
clusters of resources, and allows for cloud datacenters to
jointly execute applications.
C. Federated Orchestration
Workload placement within federated clusters requires
federated orchestration systems. Such systems, including
Borg [29], Twine, [27], Federated Yarn [28] and Hydra [5], are
designed to schedule workloads across multiple clusters of machines. As shown in Fig. 2, workload placement is performed
by clusters sharing resource consumption either through a
centralized state store or gossiping protocols. Such approaches
enables federated clusters to scale to tens of thousands of
nodes and across several distinct geographic regions whilst
presenting a single resource pool to application frameworks.
Furthermore the distributed architecture of federated orchestration systems are highly suited resource management across
disparate clusters, enabling automated execution of application
workflows.
A common design assumption found across these federated
orchestration systems is their ability to capture and exploit
intra-cluster performance for application placement and execution decisions. However, these systems omit inter-cluster
performance in their decision making. This is particularly
important in the context of federation given clusters will exhibit heterogeneous operational conditions in terms of network
volatility [3], resource contention [30], and scheduling policies

B. Orchestration
Orchestration systems are frameworks responsible for controlling cluster compute resources (CPU, disk, memory), and
job scheduling [17]. Jobs (comprising tasks encapsulated
in containers or VMs) are assigned onto cluster nodes via
the resource scheduler and resource manager which enacts
placement and resource allocation decisions for applications.
Orchestration are designed with different objectives such as
performance, fairness, and utilization.
Orchestration systems can be formed by centralized and
decentralized architectures as shown in Fig. 2. A centralized
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IV. F EDERATED C LUSTER O RCHESTRATION S TUDY
A. Experiment Setup
Methodology. Experiment objectives are two-fold. (1) We
empirically demonstrate the importance of capturing intercluster performance characteristics within federated orchestration systems, and (2) we perform multiple micro-benchmarks
in a federated cluster environment under different operational
conditions to demonstrate the performance impact of the
following:
B Network latency: A typical cause of workload delay in
clusters [4]. Our federation was configured to reflect possible federated clusters conditions; home, local and remote
each possessing a third of our federations nodes were
configured to reflect dynamic inter-cluster conditions. We
imposed network delays and packet loss via leveraging
Linux Network Packet Scheduler interface Traffic Control.
Latency was configured between 0–50ms at increasing 10ms
intervals (0ms, 10ms...50ms) with average deviation of [24]ms, reflective of modern network latency [20]. A remote
subcluster, was configured to exhibit our configured network
delays between itself and other clusters in our federation,
whilst a local subcluster featured nominal latencies of
between [1-5]ms between itself and our home cluster. Such
a configuration is representative of a federation composed
of a cluster spanning multiple regions.
B Application Type: We selected three application types
representative of workloads within federated cluster environments [23]: (1) Streaming: Spark DStream [31] using the WordCount benchmark configured with a queued
input stream, (2) Machine Learning: Linear Regression
with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) using SparkPerf2
running 100 iterations; and (3) Batch: Apache Hadoop [29]
using the TBC-H benchmark. Given that Hadoop Map and
Reduce phases exhibit different execution and resource patterns, where appropriate our analysis distinguishes between
Batch-Map and Batch-Reduce.
B Contention: Demonstrated to degrade centralized cluster
architecture performance during orchestration [18]. Linux
stress was configured to inject specified CPU utilization levels. We were interested in exploring high contention federated cluster scenarios (as other experiments
intrinsically execute applications within low-medium contention), cluster CPU contention levels were configured at
(70%,75%,80%,85%).3
Environment. A 30-node federated cluster infrastructure was
constructed as shown in Fig. 3, with each node comprising
Intel i7-4770 Quad Core @ 3.2Ghz, 8GB RAM, 256GB
SSD, 1GBps NIC, running Ubuntu 18.04. Linux Stress4 and
TrafficControl5 were used to control CPU utilization and
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Fig. 3: Federated cluster infrastructure used in experiments.
– conditions inherent to federated clusters (and federated cloud
in general) – and all of which are known to negatively affect
application performance. Thus omission of inter-cluster performance in federated orchestration can result in sub-optimal
application placement across clusters, resulting in application
performance degradation.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Orchestration systems have been an active area of research
within the systems community for decades, evolving from the
first cluster computing [24], to Grid computing [9] through
to cloud computing [14], [32]. There exist several federated
orchestration systems: Borg [29] and Kubernetes Federation1
enables scheduling application workflows across multiple clusters. Resource orchestration and workload placement is designated to a single master cluster, responsible for executing
a centralized scheduling policy managing resource reservation
in a distributed Paxos data store. Hydra [5] enables dynamic
composition of cluster specific policies. Rather than electing
a single master, Hydra offers a decentralized model where
worker nodes can request resources from other federated
resource manager. In this model each cluster is capable of
making local cluster decisions whilst offloading excess resource requests to remote clusters.
Federated orchestration systems capture aggregate resource
capacity and reservation, and apply traditional max-min
scheduling polices [11], modeling federation resources as
a flat hierarchies [5]; thus cannot distinguish inter-cluster
performance constraints. Moreover, while there exist application schedulers for federated cluster environments which can
capture cluster latency in decision making evaluated through
experimentation [8], [13] or simulation [12]. However, these
are designed to operate for a single application framework,
and are thus not generalizable to other workload types.

2 https://github.com/databricks/spark-perf/blob/master/config/config.py.
template
3 90% and 95% CPU contention resulted in frequent application failures
due to dropped heartbeat packets and CPU thrashing.
4 https://linux.die.net/man/1/stress
5 https://linux.die.net/man/8/tc

1 https://github.com/kubernetes-sigs/kubefed
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latency as shown in Fig. 5b and Table III, resulting in 2.9x
(Stream) and 2.2x (ML) slowdown for 10ms latency increase,
and in the worst case 5.5x and 8.7x, representing considerable performance degradation of applications within federated
orchestration. In contrast, Batch appear unaffected by intracluster latency, with 1.28x JCT increase in the worst case
scenario. This is because MapReduce tasks are embarrassingly
parallel and feature little task inter-dependance. Furthermore,
in Fig. 5a We show MapReduce is sensitive to cold storage
data locality, by increasing latencies between execution and
HDFS data nodes by 5ms, we observed 1.2x slowdown. Thus,
Contrasting workloads featuring higher task interdependence
and communications overheads such as those found in SGD
and Wordcount workloads, posses lower affinities to degraded
inter-cluster operational conditions and exhitbit higher levels
of JCT slowdown.
Whilst a JCT increase by several hundreds of milliseconds
may appear relatively minor, it appears to have considerable
performance impact within federated cluster environments. For
example, the overall job makespan of ML jobs increases from
26 to 73 minutes for 10ms intra-cluster latency, and to 3.3
hours for 50ms. This is particularly important with the growing
prominence of training and inference at the edge [33], where
even an additional fraction of a second could be detrimental
to sensitive ML-driven applications in security, self-driving
vehicles, and traffic management [22].
Contention. CPU cluster contention negatively affects the
majority of application types, as summarized in Table III. At
85% cluster contention, Batch and Streaming jobs suffered
6.5x and 12.0x performance slowdown when compared to low
contention scenarios (i.e. 0ms latency execution in Table I and
Fig. 4). Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, it is apparent that
70%-80% cluster CPU resulted in increasing left-skewness of
JCT distribution for all but one application types. In contrast,
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TABLE I: Application JCT statistics in federated orchestration.
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Fig. 4: Application JCT with inter-cluster latency.
network latencies. Nodes were assigned to specific clusters
within the federation, interconnected with 10Gbps intra-node
bandwidth. Each cluster (and respective nodes) deployed separate instances of Apache Yarn 3.2.1 federation [5], [28]. All
experiments contained three cluster types: Home hosts the
application master or control process, representing a datacenter
interacting with client devices. Local represents another datacenter with minor network latency from Home, and Remote
representing a cloud datacenter with larger latency between
both clusters.
Metrics. 900 jobs of each application type were submitted
to the federated cluster environment under the operational
scenarios described above. The metrics collected were Job
Completion Time (JCT): end-to-end completion time of a
single job, recorded from the start of the job’s AM execution
and completion upon termination; Task Duration: execution
of a task in a job, and Makespan: end-to-end completion time
of executing all jobs. Metrics were collected via Prometheus,
parsing application logs, and querying history servers.
B. Experiment Results
Cluster Latency. Applications exhibit different JCTs patterns
within federated cluster environments as shown in Table I,
ranging between 6–569ms (ML), 702–3894ms (Streaming),
and 6190–8740ms (Batch) when clusters are exposed to 0–
50ms latency, respectively. It is observable that application
JCT increases substantially when exposed to inter-cluster
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TABLE II: Application affinity in federated clusters.
Application

Inter-cluster latency

Contention

Streaming
ML
Batch

Moderate
Low
High

Moderate
High
Low (locality)

ML

Batch

5.5x
12.0x

8.7x
1.6x

1.28x
6.5x

V. E VALUATION OF F INDINGS FROM E MPIRICAL S TUDY
Our experiments discussed in §IV-B has uncovered several
insights into the behavior of applications executing within
federated cluster environments, as well as highlighted current
limitations within existing federated orchestration systems:
Minor inter-cluster latency between federated cluster applications causes severe performance degradation. A modest network latency of 10ms (commonly found in close-range
WiFi environments [25]) results in a 2.2x and 2.9x application
slowdown in Streaming and ML applications. This indicates
that a large portion of existing application frameworks (e.g.
Apache Samza [34], Flume [15], Storm [16]) may inherently
be unsuitable to effectively operate in federated cluster environments – even when using current federated orchestration
systems – without significant modification. These findings are
reinforced by studies on intra-cluster latency increases between
2-1000µ seconds latency results in considerable workload
degradation [21], which are order of magnitudes lower than
latencies found in federated cluster environments. Whilst some
application schedulers capture inter-cluster performance [3],
[18], they are restricted to a single application framework, debilitating their generalizability to facilitate increased workload
diversity necessary to ensure federated cluster adoption.

500

0
0

Streaming

ML jobs appear barely affected at higher cluster contention
– with only 1.6x slowdown – following near identical JCT
patterns in all cluster contention scenarios. This is primarily
due to the SGD workload being more data- rather than CPUintensive.

Insight 1. Federated orchestration require mechanisms capable of sharing inter-cluster performance metrics allowing
for localized tracking of cluster saturation and inter-cluster
network volatility for federated scheduling policies.

Tailing behavior. Across experiments, we observed applications exhibiting differing tailing behavior. This can be
observed in Streaming jobs with high inter-cluster latency
(Fig. 4) as well as Streaming and ML jobs exposed to
high cluster contention (Fig. 6). Tailing behavior manifests
as stragglers, i.e. abnormally slow tasks [6], caused by resource contention, daemon processes, and head-of-line blocking. Stragglers manifested on average in 2.5% (ML), 5%
(Streaming), and 8% (Batch) of jobs, reinforcing similar levels
in previous studies of production cloud data centers leveraging
centralized orchestration systems [10].

Federated orchestration can be improved by using intercluster performance in decision making. Whilst the federated orchestration system deployed within the federated
cluster infrastructure was able to successfully execute all
submitted jobs, our experiments have shown that such systems
are unable to effectively deal with inter-cluster performance
degradation (stemming from latency and resource contention).
As discussed in §III, this design assumption is shared across all
existing federated orchestration systems capable of supporting
generalized workload deployment and execution [5], [29], and
the few that do consider resource reservation [5], [11], [29]
and omit contention and latency in decision making causing
degraded performance from low quality placement.

Application diversity. The reason for different JCT slowdown
pattern across applications is due to their architecture model.
Streaming jobs partition streaming tasks into sets of stateless,
deterministic micro-batches executed at fixed intervals, thus
making it moderately susceptible to latency (delayed executor
rescheduling per interval) and contention (larger computation
requirements). ML jobs are data-intensive and iterative, hence
relying on low inter-process latency and memory bandwidth.
Batch jobs use a combination of parallel processing (Map)
and data consolidation (Reduce), thus both phases are sensitive
to CPU contention and dependent on data locality, and thus
dependent on network bandwidth rather than latency.

Insight 2. Federated orchestration scheduling requires policies capable of profiling, modeling, and exploiting cluster
resource contention and network latency when placing applications.
Application architectures are key performance indicators
when orchestrating workloads in federated environments.
We studied three different workloads: Worcount (streaming)
TBC-H (batch) and SGD (Machine Learning) to demonstrate
how different distributed application architectures are impacted

The above experiments indicate that Streaming and BatchMap application performance are particularly sensitive to
higher cluster CPU contention, whereas ML applications appears to be minimally affected.
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Insight 5. New straggler detection and mitigation strategies
need to be designed that capture inter-cluster performance
volatility when launching speculative tasks.

by inter-cluster operational conditions. Such workload may
be leveraged to create a ‘profile’ to describe the expected
performance of an application when deployed within a federated cluster. Capturing the full diversity of such profiles for
different application types requires measuring and modelling
application performance at run-time, thus improving scheduling decisions iteratively over time.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have conducted an empirical study of the
challenges faced by federated cluster orchestration. Through
experiments we have demonstrated how federated cluster
applications are vulnerable to detrimental inter-cluster performance conditions resulting in 8.7x-12x slowdown that current
federated orchestrations systems are unable to overcome. Our
study has uncovered four key findings - including the severity of performance degradation from minor cluster latency,
different workload performance affinities in federated cluster environments, and the problems of inter-cluster straggler
manifestation. Informed by these findings, there are several
research directions to pursue to address identified challenges.
We hope that the findings and insights provided within the
study will aid the federated cluster and cloud computing communities towards development of new federated scheduling
policies capable of capturing workload sensitivity to intercluster performance metrics.

Insight 3. Federated orchestration policies should account for
applications architectures when when considering scheduling
policies which should be applied for an application.
Federated cluster applications exhibit unique performance
affinities for different operational conditions. Workload
affinity describes a workloads relative performance w.r.t operational conditions (e.g. inter-cluster latencies and localised
resource contention). From analyzing application performance
profiles when exposed to cluster latency and cluster resource
contention, we found that applications using different communication models appear to exhibit different levels of sensitivity
to JCT slowdown stemming from inter-cluster performance
characteristics as summarized in Table II and Fig. 5. Streaming
has high contention sensitivity (12x) and moderate latency
sensitivity (2.2–5.5x). ML has low contention sensitivity (1.6x)
and moderate latency sensitivity (2.2–8.7x). Batch has moderate cluster contention (6.5x) and latency tolerance dependent on data locality. Whilst the impact of cluster resource
contention upon orchestration has been studied within the
context of centralized architectures [11], to our knowledge our
analysis is among the first works to empirically demonstrate
the severity of how both contention and inter-cluster latency
debilitates the performance of federated cluster application
execution.
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